# 4-H Driving Score Sheet - Reinsmanship

**Contestant Number**

---

**4-H Driving Score Sheet - Reinsmanship**

**Placing**

---

**Appointments**—25%

Includes: proper harnessing and hitching; condition of horse or pony, harness, vehicle

**Driver**—35%

Includes: handling of reins and whip, control, posture, overall appearance of the driver

**Performance**—40%

Driver should be able to change gaits quickly and smoothly while maintaining contact and demonstrate correct driving techniques. To include rail work and pattern.

Judged at:
- Flat-footed walk
- Slow trot/jog
- Working trot/jog
- Strong trot

**Total Score**

---

**Judge's Name**

---

**Oregon State University Extension Service**
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